1. Introduction. It is well known that if p is a Serre fibration from a space E onto a space B and p_1(b) is «-connected, then (1) E is «-connected whenever B is «-connected and (2) B is « + l-connected whenever E is w + 1-connected. In this paper «-connected (or « + 1-connected) is replaced by locally n-(or « + 1-) connected and similar theorems are proven. In addition, it is shown that Serre fibration can be replaced by completely regular map, and similar theorems (holding locally) can be obtained.
McAuley and Tulley [4] have proven the remaining result of this type on local «-connectedness for fiber maps. Specifically, if p: E-+B is a Serre fibration from an LC" metric space E onto an LCn+1 metric space B, then not only are the fibers LC" but p is an «-regular map. In their paper Tulley proves a theorem which will be used several times in this paper. Since a modified statement of it is needed, it is quoted below.
(1.1) Theorem of Tulley. Suppose that p: E-+B has the covering homotopy property for n + i-cells, E and B are metric spaces, and E is LC°. Then small homotopies of n-cells can be lifted to small homotopies. (For the definitions, see [4] .) Dyer and Hamstrom [l ] showed that completely regular mappings are locally trivial under certain conditions. Since fiber maps are a generalization of locally trivial maps, it is a natural question to ask if completely regular maps behave like fiber maps. It is shown in this paper that they do act almost like fiber maps with respect to local «-connectedness.
However, it should be noted that in the hypothesis of (2.8) the degree of local connectedness is different from that needed for fiber maps.
The following notation will be used. An e-neighborhood of a point b will be denoted by N(b, e). If/: X->Y is a constant map/(Z) =y, it will be denoted by y* (the domain will be obvious from the context). If Ai and A2 are contained in A and Bi and B2 are contained in B, then BA(Ai, Bi; A2, B2) will be the space of maps {/: A-*B\f(Ai) QBi and f(A2) EB2} with the compact open topology. If A2 = B2 = □. the empty set, then BA(AU Bi; A2, B2) will be denoted by BA(AU Bx). is LCn_1 for all b in B and B is LC°. Then B is LCn.
Proof. It will be shown that P^(bdry P, b) is locally arcwise connected at b* for every point b in B and for k^n. Hence by (2.1) B will be LC".
Let Ek = E'k(P-1X0, e; P-'XlUCbdry P)XI, p~*(b)), where e is some point in p~*(b). By [8] Ek is LC°. Define p*: Ek-^>B? (bdvy P, b) byp*(f)=Pf.
By the continuity of p*, there exists 5i>0 such that if d(f, e*) <Si then d(p*(f), p*(e*)) <e. There also exists S2>0 such that if d(J, e*) <52 then/ and e* can be joined by an arc of diameter less than Si in
Ek. There also exists (by (1.1)) 53>0 such that if H: P-lXl->N(b, 53) and g: 7*-1->A(e, S3) are such that pg(x) =H(x, 0), then there exists a lifting G of H relative to g such that G: Ik-1Xl-*N(e, 52).
Therefore, let S = min {Si, S2,83} and let/GN(b*, b)QB>*(bdry P, b). Then/ induces H: P^XI-^NQ), S), and if g: P^XO-^E is defined by g(x, 0) -e, then by the choice of 53 there exists G: Ik~1Xl-*N(e, 82) such that Go = g,pG = 77, and G (P'1 X1U (bdry P) X I) Cp'1 (b). The map GEN(e*, bi) and hence can be joined by an arc of diameter less than 5i to e*. Therefore pG=f is connected to b* by a path in B1^(bdry Ik, b) of diameter less than e. This completes the proof. Proof.
Let eEE and k^n. By (2.1) it suffices to prove that 7i7*(bdry P, e) is LC°. Let e>0 be given. Then, since p~lp(e) is LC", there exists Sx>0 such that iff: (P, bdry P)-*(p-lp(e)f~\N(e, b\), e) then there exists F: (PXl, (bdry Ik)Xl)-^(p~1p(e)r\N(e, e), e) such that F0=f and Fi=e*. By (1.1) there exists 52>0 such that if f:P->N(e, bi) and G: IkXl-^N(p(e), bi), and pf(x)=G(x, 0), then there exists 77: IkXl-*N(e, bi) satisfying H(x, 0)=f(x) and pH = G. Since B is LC", there also exists 53>0 such that if/: (7*, bdry P) -^(N(p(e), bi), p(e)) then/could be extended to F: (PXl, bdry 7*X7) E is LC\ (2.9) Corollary. Suppose that p: E-^B is a Serre fibration from a complete metric space E onto a finite-dimensional metric space B such that each inverse under f is homeomorphic to the compact 3-manifold with boundary M and that either the Poincaré conjecture is true or each homotopy cell in M is a 3-cell. Further, suppose that either (a) P is LC» and B is LC° or (b) B is LC» and E is LC°.
Then p is locally trivial.
Proof. By (2.3) or (2.6) p is 2-regular and hence by [2] p is locally 
